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By Lincoln Rice – Milwaukee, Wisconsin
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among war tax resisters.
Send the information of people you would
This issue of the newsletter has been expanded to serve as a commemorative
like remembered (and perhaps a photo) to Lincoln at nwtrcc@nwtrcc.org.
booklet. This issue will omit the content that we normally include and instead
Saturday afternoon will include NWTRCC trivia. Everyone will be placed on a team
feature stories about NWTRCC that people shared with us over the past two
to ponder fun NWTRCC trivia. There will be ample time to converse with your ranmonths and congratulatory ads from individuals and groups.
dom teammates. Saturday will conclude by looking at NWTRCC’s next forty years.
Attendees will be placed in breakout rooms to discuss how NWTRCC can best conNovember Conference Celebration
tinue its purpose in a country that is always at war. We will then report back to the
A special anniversary conference is scheduled for 4-6 November 2022. We will begin
larger group.
Friday evening with some anecdotes from NWTRCC’s previous coordinators, including
As always, our business meeting will be held on Sunday morning. You can find
our original coordinator Kathy Levine, who now goes by Kathy Voss. We will then open
registration information on the NWTRCC homepage (nwtrcc.org). l

The Origins of NWTRCC
By Bill Durland – Littleton, Colorado

I

t was 1982, and Genie and I had moved to Colorado to form a western office of the National Center on Law and Pacifism.
We founded the Center in 1978 in Philadelphia with Quaker and Catholic peace activists to help people of conscience who
were living in poverty, in prison, and to resist war by withholding their taxes.
Eventually, we had volunteer attorneys and contacts all over the country assisting people in workshops, court representation,
and the publication of a guide, “People Pay for Peace.” For four years we conducted these efforts along with the War Resisters
League and the Conscience and Military Tax Campaign.
By 1982, these organizations were overlapping and duplicating some of their work. The idea came to me to form a national
organization that would coordinate the efforts of these groups and become more effective in their work. And that’s how
NWTRCC was born in a meeting in St. Louis. We applaud NWTRCC’s 40th anniversary and the wonderful leadership it has
received over these many years. Genie and I are glad to have lived to an old age to see it. l

Bill Durland speaking at NWTRCC’s 30th anniversary
conference in Colorado Springs (November 2012).
Photo by Kima Garrison.

Early Memories

NWTRCC’s First Coordinators

By Larry Bassett – Lynchburg, Virginia

K

athy Levine and I moved from Virginia to Long Island to work for the
Conscience & Military Tax Campaign (CMTC) in the early 1980s. We moved
along with her two kids and our wood stove. We both put in a lot of time
and didn’t punch a clock. The office was in the backyard garage of the house
we lived in in Bellport on the south shore on the great South Bay with Fire Island
across the water.
Occasionally in the winter the bay froze and we could walk out to Fire Island.
Kathy also was an avid organic gardener and spent a lot of time tending a garden
nearby that provided a good deal of the food for us. We hauled horse manure and eel
grass regularly for the garden. She planted winter wheat once for a winter cover crop
and we ended up harvesting it and grinding to make homemade whole wheat
bread. Kathy is still a farmer today at her home in Hawaii.
Kathy applied for and was hired to be the first coordinator for NWTRCC. We left
CMTC and later, after we had moved to East Patchogue, I joined her as the co-coordinator. We worked out of the house that we rented and one of the major projects at
that time was a legal manual. Kathy worked a good deal with Vicky Metcalf to create
that resource. I stood at a copy machine many hours printing copies of the manual.
And when Kathy and I split up, she continued with NWTRCC for a while until a new
coordinator was hired and the office moved to the Pacific Northwest.
We enjoyed doing a little traveling for NWTRCC conferences in Los Angeles and

Austin and Colorado. Seeing
a little bit of the country was
one of the perks of the job.
It was during my time
working for NWTRCC that
I had my 1985 adventure
with the Justice Department and the Brooklyn
federal district court and
Judge Weinstein, who dismissed the case against me,
finding in my favor and
establishing a precedent for
refusing to provide informa- Larry Bassett in 1985. Photo by Ed Hedemann.
tion about assets to the IRS. With that victory I blew my best opportunity so
far to end up in jail for civil disobedience. That eight months in 1985 was probably
more stressful than my current adventures with the IRS refusing to pay $250,000
for my $1 million 2016 inheritance and my current debt to the IRS of over
$300,000. I continue to hope that people will watch the documentary film The
Pacifist, still available on Amazon. l

Early NWTRCC Meetings &
Folks from All Over

By Ruth Benn – Brooklyn, New York

I

n 1987, I had been on War Resisters League (WRL) staff for about a month
when the war tax resistance piece of my program work sent me off to Santa
Fe, New Mexico. At that time, NWTRCC meetings were mostly composed of
organizational representatives, and WRL was a key member of the coalition.
I met such wonderful people there, including dedicated peace activist Dorie
Bunting, who just turned 100.
Since then, I’ve served terms on the Administrative Committee, spent 15
years as NWTRCC coordinator, and now participate as an individual WTR. It’s
impossible to pick one story that stands out. I just feel so lucky to have been
able to travel the country and meet so many amazing people.
Living in NYC and being active with WRL, I’ve been surrounded by many likeminded folks in a supportive, lefty environment, so I have a special place in my
heart for folks like the activists in Colorado Springs who publicly resist war in
one of the most militarized and military-loving places in the country and for
40th

each individual I heard
from who said “I live in a
small town in ____ and
thought I was the only one
who refused to pay taxes
for war.”
Hats off to those individuals who act on their conscience even if they are the
only one, and I hope that
like Dorie Bunting I will
hold on to my activist principles for however many Ruth Benn while she was a staff member of the War
years I have ahead of me. l Resisters League. Photo by Ed Hedemann.
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1980s & 1990s

NWTRCC was a Phone Call Away

By Sue Barnhart – Eugene, Oregon

I

have read every edition of
the newsletter cover to cover since I started subscribing
to it in the 1980’s. It helps
me feel connected to other
war tax resisters and gives a
lot of great information.
My grandmother, who
was a thrifty working class
woman set up a bank
account for each of her
grandchildren and put a dollar or two a month in it.
When we turned 18, she Sue Barnhart at NWTRCC gathering in Los Angeles (May 2018).
Photo by Ruth Benn.
gave it to us. I hadn’t
touched it since then and that was back when bank accounts actually earned
some interest. It had grown to about $800 in 1988 when the IRS placed a levy on
it. That was the first time that had happened and my heart was pounding.

Conscience & Peace Tax International
For the right to pay taxes for peace, not for war
NGO in Special Consultative Status with the
Economic and Social Council of the UN

c

CPTI congratulates NWTRCC
on their campaigning efforts
over the last 40 years.
CPTI constantly lobbies the
UN regarding the right of citizens
of every country to refrain
from participating in war,
both physically and financially.

c

E: chair@peacetaxinternational.org
W: www.peacetaxinternational.org
40th

I called NWTRCC right away and they were so supportive and helpful.
Soon after that I met Peg Morton and Charles Gray, local war tax resisters from
Eugene, Oregon. Peg and I went to the NWTRCC conference up in Seattle with some
other folks from Eugene. We also went to one in California and one in Portland,
Oregon, and hosted one in Eugene, Oregon. l

Finding NWTRCC
in College

By Tana – Portland, Oregon

I

n
college
during
the 1980s, I was involved in a large protest at the Hanford
Nuclear Reservation in
Washington State, and was
first introduced to war tax
resistance by some amazing folks from the Seattle
Nonviolent Action Group.
They were so encouraging
and supportive of the little
anti-nuke group my freshman roommate and I had Tana enjoying a doughnut at the Milwaukee gathering
formed on our campus, (November 1999). Photo by Mary Loehr.
and mentioned, “You know you don’t have to pay for this, don’t you?” Fabulous
recruiting technique, there!
My first exposure to NWTRCC was a few years later, when the local Portland
WTR group I had recently joined agreed to host a conference. It felt to me that
we were NOT really ready for such an undertaking (then, nor in any of the
subsequent years, either!), but that it ALWAYS benefitted our group to do it.
The influx of new energy/inspiration/etc., plus just having to get our act together
enough to accomplish it (LOL!), built momentum and carried us forward, and
strengthened us, somehow.
Soon after my first meeting, I was hooked for most of the ‘90s and the ‘00s, and
many of the “regulars” from that time became so dear to me. I was going to list some
names, but decided against it, as this would be WAY too long, and I know I’d think of
more after hitting “send”! Those of you who went to multiple meetings in that time
span know who you are! Sending love & so much gratitude your way, my friends! l
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1990s

Finding NWTRCC at the School of the Americas

By Chrissy Kirchhoefer – St. Louis, Missouri

I

first encountered war tax resistance at my first gathering at the School of the
Americas Watch in November 1998. It was the first large scale peace protest in
which I participated. I was awe struck by all of the amazing peace warriors, especially their joyful spirits! I wanted to learn from them and gladly accepted the
information and materials they were handing out.
I visited NWTRCC’s table and gathered literature on how to become a WTR. While
at the gathering, I got to better know the Columbia Catholic Workers who hosted a
hospitality space in the apartments along the main road outside of Fort Benning.
When I returned home to Columbia, Missouri, I decided I would quit my job and
move into the Catholic Worker while finishing my last semester in college.
It was there that my education of what I wanted to do with my life really flourished! I learned why the Catholic Worker houses paid property taxes, encouraged
those in the community to not pay federal income taxes, and overall embraced a
lifestyle of voluntary simplicity and sharing resources.
I was exposed to a rich history of peace, justice, and labor struggles—all with a

heaping dose of joy, laughter
and community. It was also
at this time that my commitment to anti-militarism work
took deeper root. While
going to my social work
classes, I would encounter
guests from the Catholic
Worker, largely Vietnam vets
who struggled with mental
health and substance use
issues, going through the
trash to collect aluminum
cans for cash. It was such a Chrissy Kirchhoefer enjoying a light moment at the
NWTRCC gathering in Amherst (November 2017).
stark contrast! l
Photo by Sam Koplinka-Loehr.

The Complexity of War Tax Resistance
By Shulamith Eagle – Vermont

I

became a war tax resister in 1994 or thereabouts. There had been wars hot and
cold during my entire life and I was fed up with it. Then I heard about war tax
resistance, and was electrified. I could do that? I could do that! Withholding
the money that the government needs to make war — that would have a huge
impact, if enough of us did it.
At first I kept my income low enough so I didn’t owe any taxes. Then as I aged, I
needed more money, so let my income rise. Suddenly I had to pay the IRS. I did it for
two or three years, but couldn’t stomach it after that. I mean this literally: it made
me physically ill. So instead of a resister, I became a war tax refuser.
It was odd that during all the decades of keeping my income low, I had continued
to follow the rules: I kept receipts, I kept records, I kept copies of my returns, for the
obligatory seven years. When I decided to refuse to pay no matter my income, I
made up my mind to refuse to cooperate in any way at all with the tax system.
I would start by cutting up all seven years of receipts and records. I dug out the
box of records and a scissors. I took a receipt and then just sat there, unable to cut it
in half. What in the world was going on?! The obedience to record-keeping, the fear
of not complying, was so entrenched that my hands were shaking. It took some
minutes to push through that and then I started cutting. Oh, the freedom of it!
Later I read in a NWTRCC publication that one should keep copies at least of tax
returns so the IRS can’t make one up for you based on previous years’ income. So now
I keep a digital return for each year.
40th

It’s still a relief to forget the whole crazy business! — the insanely complicated rules,
the yearly changes, the loopholes I’m not rich enough to take advantage of, the confusing instructions and densely intertwined forms…and especially the sections where
they make you fill out columns of numbers and multiply them by other numbers (now
show your work, children) and then if the result is below a certain number, the whole
section doesn’t even apply to you — and you know it won’t because your income is
never that high — yet you must figure it all out and fill it all in!
And then there’s the part where they want to know how many miles you drove in
business commuting, and how many for other business needs, and how many for nonbusiness personal use. Why do they need to know anything more than how many miles
I drove for business needs? The record-keeping that 3-part question requires is onerous
and I did it for decades and it’s stupid! Stupid!
Thank you for reading my rant. I feel much better now. :) Anyway, at my age, life
is too short to waste time doing irrelevant math. Now I fill out the return based on
common sense.
I highly recommend that you do whatever is your utmost regarding not paying for
war. That utmost may be helping other people who are in a better position to resist. It
may mean using only legal means to resist and then paying if/when you feel you must.
It may be something more challenging. However much you can do to reconcile your
beliefs with your actions will change the tone of your whole life. The peace it brings is
indescribable. In the words of the song: “It is well, it is well, with my soul.” l
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85 years of living -- 64 active years in
War Tax Refusal movements

POSITIVELY DAZZLING REALISM
The Further Invention of Nonviolence
for the Abolition of War
by Karl Meyer

An autobiography - comprehensive, candid, unabridged,
controversial on some issues of interest to pacifist activists.
Paperbound, 505 pages, $30 postage paid, available from:
Karl Meyer, 2407 Heiman St.
Nashville , TN 37208 -- (615)-322-9523

It takes a “NWTRCC” to keep
a movement alive!

(Also see the War Tax Refusal page at
www.endwarlistentoearth.com)

Sally Ally Muffin
Stuffin drawing,
Colrain action,
Bob Bady’s house
also seized.

The book is a self-published manuscript version.
Eight different chapters on war tax resistance actions.
As a next step, I am seeking a bright young reader /writer,
or several, to collaborate on editing and condensing
the content radically to create a readers’ version,
appropriate for mainstream commercial publication.

– Randy and Betsy
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A TRIBUTE TO

Joe1942
M–aizlish
2022
From his friends and
co-conspirators at SCWTR

Los Angeles Public Library

A deeply committed pacifist and nonviolent activist,
a marriage and family therapist by profession, Joe was
also heavily involved in criminal justice reform.
Besides openly refusing taxes for the Vietnam war —
beginning with the telephone tax in 1966 — Joe became a
“draft criminal” in 1967 by relinquishing his student deferment,
returning his draft card to Selective Service, and refusing
induction. He was sentenced to three years in prison,
serving two and a half.
He was also a local organizer for the War Resisters League,
co-founding the Los Angeles chapter in 1976 and remained its
contact through the 2010s. In 1979 Joe was also a founder of
Southern California WTR and its alternative fund.
Throughout his life, Joe went out of his way to highlight
the accomplishments of others, such as longtime activists
Dorice McDaniels, Maggie Phair, and Franklin Zahn, who in
1951, became the first telephone war tax resister in U.S. history
when he refused the 15% federal tax to protest the Korean war.
Sadly, he died of pancreatic cancer on March 16,
two weeks short of his 80th birthday.
40th

“Let them
march all
they want,
as long as
they continue
to pay
their taxes.”
– Alexander Haig,
U.S. Sec. of State, June 1982
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1990s

Halloween in Birmingham
[Editor’s Note: In collecting stories for this issue of the newsletter, both Tana
and Susan Miller submitted memories of the Halloween 1996 gathering in Birmingham, Alabama.]

T

he most fun I ever had at NWTRCC conference… There were SO MANY
fun (and funny) times to choose from, but this one really stands out for
me: Halloween in Birmingham, Alabama. The hosting group was “two
members strong, meeting daily.” That right there was a sign that it was
going to be special. After our meetings we went out into the warm night, under a
big moon, and visited the best of the spectacular “home-made” haunted houses.
Riding in the open back of David Waters’s truck, we ended up joining a slow
procession down a main drag, practicing our parade waves and enjoying the

spectacle: costumed characters on foot were weaving in and out of the makeshift
parade, creating a racket and menacing those in the vehicles—and each other.
What a show! Several had chain saws, and one even climbed up INTO the truck
bed to terrify us with it up close! We were assured later that the chain had been
removed, but it sure looked and sounded lethal. Best Halloween EVER!
– Tana
fter the AdComm met in David Water’s bathroom while he multi-tasked
by working on its renovation, we spent the evening participating in the
Birmingham, Alabama Halloween parade. We women, including Karen,
Clare, Tana, and I, learned to do the Queen’s wave and practiced it while
riding down the streets in a pick-up.
– Susan Miller

A

Consider a Bequest
NWTRCC
accepts
bequests,
which can be arranged through your will or other estate plan.
War
Bonds continued
from page
4
Simply name NWTRCC as the beneficiary of a portion of your estate or of particular assets in your estate, or
contact the NWTRCC office for arranging a bequest through one of our 501c3 fiscal sponsors.
A bequest costs nothing now, yet it may give you great satisfaction to know that your gift will live on in NWTRCC.
More information: nwtrcc.org/bequests, (800) 269-7464 or nwtrcc@nwtrcc.org.

Congratulations to NWTRCC
for 40 years of Success!
By the way, do you have a * personality?

To celebrate 40 years, I’d like to give you a gift: FOUR-CARDS.com
Why? You might ask. Well, I have had the great honor to be part of this community for the past 40 years.
I admire, love and respect you all. I want to THANK YOU for your creativity, support, fun, dedication, and
friendships over the past decades. No other community can compare with you.
And in keeping with our never ending quest to continue this journey for future generations and
the planet, I want to do a little research. Are you up for it?
Have you ever wondered if certain personality types are more inclined to WTR? Please help me see if
this is true by taking an online personality game/assessment. It provides information for you, it is fun,
reliable, confidential, and helps improve communication.
You can participate by going to www.Four-Cards.com and arrange the Four cards.
You can put in a fake name if you like. Please insert WT or WTR in the name so I know it is from
this ad. You can use your own email and get your personality report back immediately. Or, you can use
nwtrcc@nwtrcc.org to keep the process completely anonymous. (Ad by Jay Sordean.)
* = the values enabling or motivating you to consider and/or do WTR?
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Congratulations to

NWTRCC

on the 40 years
campaigning for
the rights of
conscientious objectors
to war with our
conscripted tax payments.
In solidarity,
National Campaign
for a Peace Tax Fund
w w w.peacetaxfund.org
40th
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2000s

Strategizing and Song
By Karl Meyer – Nashville, Tennessee

Group photo at NWTRCC’s strategizing conference in Brooklyn (October 2005).

Karl Meyer singing at the NWTRCC gathering in
Nashville (May 2005). Photo by Ruth Benn.

Photo by Ed Hedemann.

2005 Strategic Planning Conference Memory
There was an October 2005 gathering in Brooklyn, at which war tax refusers stood
and grouped by the decades in which they began their refusal. As I recall, Juanita
Nelson and Joffre Stewart may have been the earliest refusers present, having
begun in the 1940s or ‘50s decades.

Music in Nashville
At the May 2005 gathering at Nashville Greenlands, I sang my parody of “Green
Eggs and Ham.” Originally written and recited for a WTR demonstration outside the
Chicago IRS offices, April 15, 1975, the year the Vietnam War ended, and my fifteenth year of successfully refusing payment and collection of war taxes. These
words still stand in my sixty-third year of successful WTR:

GREEN EGGS AND HAM
For fifteen years, various Internal Revenue agents have been trying to cajole, persuade, threaten or coerce me into paying taxes, even though I kept saying to them:

Congrats, NWTRCC.
We support wealth
redistributing taxes
for Human Needs!

Karen Marysdaughter
and Larry Dansinger
40th

Listen,
I do not like to pay for arms;
I do not like to do much harm;
I do not like it Uncle Sam;
I do not like green eggs and ham.
And they say to me:
Try it, try it, just this year;
Try it, try it, have no fear;
Try it now the war is ended;
Or your judge may be offended.
Withholding makes it very easy
to still your conscience if it’s queasy.
You will like it once you pay;
You will do it every day.
Pay your tax like other folks;
We are tired of your jokes,

And I say to them:
I will not let you take my pay;
I will not stand it for a day;
I will not pay you with a check;
I will not pay this year or next;
I will not pay; I will not budge;
I will not pay them to a judge;
I will not pay them through the mails;
I will not pay them from a jail.
Sort through your tons of canvas sacks;
You will not find my income tax.
I do not like to pay for arms;
I do not like to do much harm;
I do not like it Uncle Sam;
I do not like green eggs and ham.

NEED USED CAR

Low income WTR needs to replace rusting Prius.
Seek fuel efficient car, 100K or less,
or help locating one from trustworthy seller.
$10,000 or less if possible.
Will travel to pick up if within 8 hours of Philly.
Shulamith, clearbridge@fastmail.com
(802) 324-9149. Many thanks!
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2000s

NWTRCC Meetings Lead to
Calling as a Therapist

By Betty Winker – New York City

R

ather than write mostly about memories, I’d like to share that NWTRCC and
WTR actions were factors in a decision I made about 20 years ago to become a therapist. I’d been to multiple protests and actions, with NYC-WTR
and War Resisters League (WRL). It was through my contrasting these that I
recognized my enjoyment of and confidence in engaging people one-on-one, that
mass actions are not for me. This was very impactful for me. I did not want to shout
slogans (although I sure did that), I wanted to talk with and listen to individuals
regarding what they were doing to reach the goal/s they espoused.
Conversations centered on personal responsibility, control, and power—gaining
it, encouraging it—major aspects of war tax resistance. These were the conversations at the NWTRCC meetings. “Why not have them on the streets and at rallies?” I
thought and tried. Such elements served as a foundation for my mid-life change of
career into therapist.
Sitting through NWTRCC meetings, I observed what caused discussions to become
abbreviated or elongated, with regards to certain words, certain topics, certain personality types, and more. These I’ve put into practice in various relationships in my life. (I
always contrasted NWTRCC meetings with those of WRL, on which I served on the

Executive Committee for a number
of years in the 1990s. Given
NWTRCC’s focus, its meetings had
more easily reached agreements.)
Sketches of NWTRCC meetings:
At a Philadelphia conference, awakening in a dorm-like room to a delicious and welcoming smell, of what
was homemade granola. Sleeping
on the hard concrete floor of an
industrial cafeteria or kitchen at a
school (?), as it poured outside; this Betty Winkler at a climate march in 2014.
was a conference location. Driving Photo by Ed Hedemann.
to a meeting with Ruth (Benn), during which I got to know her beyond WTR.
Light and livelies, a great way to break up and calm down meetings. Mostly, gathering
with intelligent, caring people of integrity and commitment. And meeting equally
caring, committed people as hosts and those I hosted. l

In honor of our friends
and local war tax resisters,
Maria Smith and
Charlie Hurst !!!
We congratulate
NWTRCC on 40 years
of resisting war and
forging peace in our world.
Thank you from the
Cleveland Catholic Worker!!!
40th
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2000s

Stories from the Road
By Jim Stockwell – Micaville, North Carolina

H

ere are some stories from road trips to our pre-Covid national meetings that I
made with Daniel Woodham.
On the road again to another 20-hour drive each way to be with coresistors that so strongly believe that war is an impossible solution to
solving conflict that we are willing to withhold our proportional tax dollars from
the nation where we live. Here in the USA it is our Internal Revenue Service that is
nominated to be the tax collector as the equalizer of our collected wealth. But it
doesn’t work that way. But I digress from the road trips with Daniel.
Have you ever gotten it together to meet up with another hooligan that took
off on a Halloween night for one of these road trips. Bizarre as that sounds, I cannot remember which road trip went with which gathering. Being with Daniel—
and I his side kick—we egged each other on so these trips were far from boring.
In fact, they were a circus.
Always at night, for we would leave his house or mine at around 10 or 11 and
head out for an all-night drive till morning comes. Don’t forget to buy gas at the
last gas station when you are on empty and the next station won’t be for 70 miles
on back-mountain roads. OOPS! But the Honda Civic Hybrid made it. And that was
only the beginning.
I believe this is when we drove all the way to Colorado Springs and on the way
we picked up Susan from Kansas. We would usually pull off the highway and crash
in a state park or some green space that was a delight to hang out in for a few
hours. And then on the road again.
Driving during the daylight hours were spent in all kinds of conversations,
travel adventures and childhood pranks, and me falling asleep. Thanks for

Jim Stockwell (left) & Daniel Woodham (right) at a NWTRCC gathering in Gainesville, Florida
(November 2016). Photo by Ruth Benn.

advance planning, tight packing, and plenty of coffee and other food stuffs that
kept us tripping away till we arrived at the Station, the Gathering.
Our destination to meet all our fellow resistors, some of whom are no longer
with us, but must continue to carry on the Spirit and to carry on recruiting the
next generation to carry the torch of WTR as a nonviolent, direct action against
war. What more can we do? Enjoy the Gathering and may we do it in person
sometime again. l

Modern Day Heroes

By Daniel Woodham – Kingston, New York

M

odern day heroes. That’s what I call many of the people that make
up the NWTRCC network. Though most are unsung — no millions of
dollars, nor zillion followers on Twitter, no reality TV show, no Presidential medal — they are heroes cut out of a different cloth than
the popular culture recognizes. What other word than “hero” could be used when
bravery, a life following conviction of non-violence, and telling the power brokers
of the country, “I WON’T PAY,” are aspects of this heroism?
And Jim Stockwell is one of these. As I was trying to figure out my own WTR
ways, Jim is the person who said: “I’m not one of those who says try to earn less
income to do WTR! I say make as much as you can and still don’t pay!” This type

40th

of camaraderie helped me to feel less fear when facing down the IRS. Real
resisters not in jail, refusing to pay for war, and giving examples with their lives
of living fully, simply while minimizing their contributions for war... What aweinspiring people!
The community that NWTRCC provides wraps us in a supportive network.
Not only does it feel safer. Gatherings are always full of laughter and inspiring
stories borne of people’s desire to not pay for war anymore. And thankfully we
always get to engage in ethical discussions and find the space to revisit our
own internal processes of doing resistance and figure out how to tweak things
as we learn how others carry out their acts of conscience. Thanks NWTRCC! l
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2010s

NWTRCC as a Source of Support

By Ariel Rosenberg – Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

N

WTRCC has been an amazing support to me throughout my time as a WTR.
When I was first figuring things out, Larry Dansinger connected me to Ruth
Benn. Ruth not only answered my questions, but connected me to the
amazing handouts that really walk new resisters through different options.
Larry and Ruth’s support helped me get through the first few years. After I moved
from Maine to Philadelphia, I became more involved with NWTRCC—attending
gatherings, serving on the AdComm, and getting to know more resisters.
My first gathering was in NYC and I remember feeling a bit nervous being in
the company of so many people that had been involved in the movement for
longer than I had been alive. I have loved hearing people’s stories of group protests and acts of solidarity and hope that one day we can be in that type of deep
community together again.
Thanks to everyone that has helped shape this movement. Let’s keep it going
for 40 more years. l

Ari Rosenberg facilitating at NWTRCC business meeting in Milwaukee (May 2015). Photo by Ed Kale.

Meeting My Husband, New Friends,
and Skits

By Susan Miller – Hesston, Kansas & New York City

I

came to New York City several days early for the 2013 NWTRCC meeting and
stayed with Carla, who helped me meet my husband Mel Lehman when he
gave us a “Friends and Family” bus tour. Mel gives tours to support himself and
the peace work he does with Common Humanity.
At the Colorado Springs NWTRCC meeting in 2012, the local group performed
skits about what “wonderful” weapons you could buy with taxes. The skits and
songs they performed for us and their community could teach both toddlers
and oldies about the stupidity of spending money for the military. At that same
meeting we held WTR banners at all four corners of a busy intersection in what is
one of the most militarized cities in the USA.
I have met so many wonderful people because of NWTRCC and my
involvement in war tax resistance. For example, there was Cornelia Lien, a
Canadian Mennonite who lived and worked in Newton, Kansas in the
1970s and 1980s and asked her church agency employers to refuse to
turn over her income tax to the IRS. Don Kaufman, who wrote, What
Belongs to Caesar? Stan Bohn and other Mennonites in our Heartland
Peace Tax group.
I also met Clare (simple living), Robert (Christian faith-based wtr), Clark
(my first anarchist friend), Ruth (ethical lifetime commitment), and Chrissy

40th

Longtime WTR and Heartland Peace Tax Fund member Susan Miller and Mel Lehman. They met when
Susan attended a NWTRCC meeting in New York in November 2013. At their New York City wedding
reception, rather than give a speech, Mel led a group in singing peace songs. Photo by Ed Hedemann.

(who has such wonderful enthusiasm and energy for her work with NWTRCC).
I name these friends at the risk of leaving out the many other inspiring
persons I’ve met in person at NWTRCC meetings or through learning their
stories, such as the other Susans and our trustworthy leader, Lincoln. l
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NWTRCC,
CONGRATULATIONS
ON 40 YEARS
of
Resistance, Support,
Commitment, Endurance,
Peace and more.

friendspeaceteams.org

Congratulations NWTRCC
on Your 40th Anniversary
Friends Peace Teams is a Spirit-led organization that develops
long-term relationships with communities in conflict around
the world to work for justice and healing, and to create
enduring cultures of peace. We build on extensive Quaker
experience combining practical and spiritual aspects of
grassroots work for peace and justice. Everyone is welcome:
peace and justice workers, ministers, collaborators, facilitators,
volunteers, advisors, donors, subscribers, and friends.
In honor of Rosa Packard, David Zarembka and other tax
resistors involved with Friends Peace Teams.

With gratitude,
Betty Winkler
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THANK YOU

NWTRCC

FOR 4 0 YEARS
OF RESISTANCE
AND

SUPPORT
FOR WTR s

RICK BICKHART
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PLAYING FOR PEACE

RECLAIMING OUR HUMAN NATURE
Contents
Thriving and Jiving Among Friends and Family
by Bill Benzon
Common Glad Impulse
by Henry Hudson
What’s the Point If We Can’t Have Fun?
by David Graeber
Paideia Con Salsa
by Charlie Keil
Dance to the Music: The Kids Owned the Day
by Bill Benzon
Jamming for Peace
by Bill Benzon
The Hungry March Band Helps Hoboken Celebrate
Public Control of Its Waterfront
Photographs by Bill Benzon
Peace & Joy Unlimited: The Festive in Everyday Life
by Charlie Keil
Global Green Basics
by Angeliki V. Keil
Reclaiming Our Species Being: Humo Ludens Collaborans
by Charlie Keil
Appendix A: Greening the Population Issue
by Linda Cree
Appendix B: Organizations Charlie’s Supported
Appendix C: Trifecta from Charlie Keil on the Need for a
Global Organization of Democracies
Some call it the Anthroposcene: humans taking responsibility
for the mess we have made here on Mother Earth. I have come
to believe that drumming-singing-dancing-ngoma in every
echological niche is the way out. And every ngoma becoming
a dromena, i.e. we’re doing the rite this year like we did it last
year and will do it again next year. We need to bring out the
best festive spirit in every single soul; helping each child to full
expression in a healthy social context will restore peace and
ecoequilibrio locally and globally.
I was born (1939) into a world at war when the first wave of
fascisms were flourishing and demonstrating daily what a terrible
deathtrip the multiple addictions to technology/nationalism/
militarism/dominance-control/dualisms/dishonesty/patriarchy/

scape-goating, etc. could become. I have spent most of my 82
years on this planet trying to stop the juggernaut of “Civilization
and Progress” from running over us and grinding us into the dust.
In the course of putting these chapters together I came to realize
that our species-being or human nature is humorous, playfull and
collaborative: Humo ludens collaborans. We are NOT homo sap
sap, all the same knowing knowers; we don’t know shit. We don’t
know how the flora and fauna in our own guts digest our food for us,
100s of organisms collaborating inside us and making us possible.
We don’t know why we are here with millions of other lifeforms
surrounding us. My guess is that Humo ludens collaborans will
have more fun finding the answers, one soul at a time, living in
pursuit of wholistic happiness for everyone.
– Charlie Keil

Published by Wheatmark · Available at Amazon & your local bookstore
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National War Tax Resistance
Coordinating Committee
P.O. Box 5616, Milwaukee, WI 53205
(800) 269-7464 · (262) 399-8217
www.nwtrcc.org
Please Note:
If there is a red circle around your address label,
this is the last issue of More Than a Paycheck on
your subscription. Send in a renewal ASAP!
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the
Nuclear
Resister

NWTRCC!

Thanks for 40 years of
keeping war tax resisters informed,
encouraged, connected and supported.
Please join us December 3 on Zoom
for a celebration of 200 issues and
42 years of the Nuclear Resister!
Resister
Details at www.nukeresister.org

